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 Scientific policing is an important step in sustainable and great-leap forward 
development of tasks concerning public security. With the official implementation of 
“golden shield project” since 2001, the construction of nationwide utilization of IT in 
public security work has been carried out effectively. By now, public security agencies 
at various levels have established powerful telecommunications, developed various 
public security software systems designated to them and constructed public security 
intelligence database in certain scales, holding the potential to dig out high end 
information . Wiping out gangsters is a primary task for public security agency. 
Solving problems in discovering, management and utilization of information 
concerning gangsters and improving specificity and IT utilization rate in wiping out 
gangsters by utilizing relatively competent archive database already established by 
public security agency are the major issues to be handled without delay. 
    According to the practical demands of wiping out gangsters, this dissertation 
focuses on gangster information management. It illustrates the combination of data 
and construction of multiple application platforms, and discusses designs like general 
structure of such management system and its primary models and problems like the 
general planning of such models and their functions and utilizations. It also describes 
details about the theory behind and procedures of each major model. 
This system utilizes a three tires structure featured by B/S. It utilizes middle item 
technology, application integration technology and Oracle11 database as its bottom. 
The development of such system increases IT integration in wiping out gangsters as 
well as providing a reference for the development of related case processing systems 
of public security agency. 
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